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Consideration of Values in the Design of Access Control

Systems

Till Neudecker1, Arsen Hayrapetyan2, Alexander Degitz1, Philipp Andel®nger1

Abstract: Since access control systems codify many of the power structures that govern everyday
life, the design of such systems has direct rami®cations w.r.t. moral values held by the system’s
designers, users, or operators. As an alternative to a design process based solely on functional or
economical requirements, ªvalue-sensitive design” has been proposed as a structured approach to
produce systems that are congruent with given sets of moral values. However, the literature has
pointed out the lack of methods for handling tradeoffs between values that may limit the practical
utility of the approach. In this position paper, we explore the value-sensitive design of an access
control system in a data sharing scenario. To this end, we step through the analysis and evaluation
of design alternatives from a purely qualitative consideration to a simple formalization that enables
discussion and comparison of designs with respect to tradeoffs between values. While any ®nal
design decision depends on value judgments by the stakeholders, we believe that by making value
judgments explicit, the formalization can substantiate design discussions and lead to more satisfying
designs.
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1 Introduction

Many of the interpersonal and institutional hierarchies and power structures present in

everyday life can be understood in terms of being granted or denied access to certain

resources. On a technical level, the speci®cation and enforcement of access policies is

performed using access control systems. Due to this central role, access control systems

must be designed carefully so that ± in addition to satisfying functional requirements ±

their operation does not violate moral values.

Value-sensitive design [Fr96] is ªa theoretically grounded approach to the design of tech-

nology that accounts for human values in a principled and comprehensive manner through-

out the design process” [Fr13]. Value-sensitive design is descriptive as opposed to norma-

tive [MH11], i.e., the approach supports the analysis of systems, but does not provide

means for resolving con¯icts between values or handling tradeoffs when considering mul-

tiple system design alternatives [MH11].

In this paper, we explore a systematic approach of designing IT systems that adhere to

given sets of moral values. On the example of access control in two variants of a data shar-

ing scenario, we step through a design process from a qualitative level to a consideration of
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Fig. 1: Access Control Process.

moral values and ®nally towards a simple formalization of the consideration of values. The

aim of the formalization is to make tradeoffs between values explicit and to substantiate

discussions of design alternatives among stakeholders.

Our main contributions are as follows: we propose a mapping between the ªObjective,

Model, Architecture, Mechanism” (OM-AM) framework from the access control litera-

ture [Sa00] and the ªValues, Norms, Design Requirements” framework from value-sensitive

design [VdP13]. The mapping clari®es the role of different ªdesign requirements”. Further,

we analyze key implications of design alternatives for access control on the example of a

data sharing scenario with respect to trust relationships, norms, and values. Finally, we

propose a simple formalization for evaluation of system design alternatives with respect

to moral values. The formalization is applied to the data sharing scenario to illustrate how

the users’ prioritization of values lead to different access control system designs.

2 Related Work

2.1 Access Control

Access control is a security element which ªis concerned with determining the allowed

activities of legitimate users, mediating every attempt by a user to access a resource in the

system” [VCH06]. An access control system usually consists of an entry point, authen-

tication, authorization and access control policy enforcement services. The entry point

provides the user with the means to present their security credentials for authentication.

The authentication service is responsible for establishing the identity of the user based

on the credentials presented. The authorization service is responsible for verifying if the

authenticated user has the necessary rights to access the resource. Finally, the policy en-

forcement service is responsible for applying the authorization decision, either allowing

or denying the access to the protected resource accordingly. The access control process

consists of the following major steps (Fig. 1):

– Policy specification: The resource owner speci®es with whom to share the resource,

usually by assigning access rights (e.g., read, write) to identities (e.g., user names, email

addresses). However, access rights can also be assigned to groups or based on attributes.

– Authentication & Attribute assertion: Before the user can access the resource, the

user’s identity must be established using an authentication mechanism (e.g., password

based, using certi®cates, smart-card). Optionally, the identity is then linked to attributes.

– Authorization: Based on the formalized policy speci®cation and the identity or attribute

information a binary (yes/no) authorization decision has to be made that encodes whether

the user should be allowed to access a resource.

– Enforcement: Depending on the authorization decision, the access is allowed or not.

This is performed by the resource provider as the user attempts an access.
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The ªObjective, Model, Architecture-Mechanism” (OM-AM) framework was proposed by

Sandhu [Sa00] as a tool for engineering authority and trust relationships across organiza-

tions and individuals. The framework consists of four layers: the Objective and Model lay-

ers specify the security objectives, requirements and tradeoffs, while the Architecture and

Mechanism layers describe the means to address those requirements. In [Sa00], OM-AM

is applied to articulate the corresponding aspects of the role-based access control models.

In [PS01], for example, the framework is applied to the Usage control system.

There are a number of authentication, authorization and access control policy speci®cation

frameworks, e.g., Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) for exchanging authen-

tication and authorization data between security domain; X.509 for the Public Key In-

frastructure; OAuth for authorization and secure delegated access, and eXtensible Access

Control Markup Language (XACML) for access control policy speci®cation.

2.2 Frameworks for Considering Values in System Design

When considering ªvalues”, we focus on ªhuman values”, i.e., ªwhat a person or group

of people consider important in life” [Fr13]. Here, we disregard frameworks focusing on

economical consideration such as ªbusiness value” or ªstakeholder value” [Co05, Bo06].

Socio-technical system design (STSD) is a set of approaches for a ªjoint optimization of

the social and technical systems” [Mu06]. Baxtor et al. [BS11] provided a survey of STSD

methods and noted the lack of methods to guide system synthesis. VENUS [GH14] is a

research project building on STSD to design socially aware systems in the ®eld of ubiq-

uitous computing: normative propositions are re®ned to more speci®c normative criteria a

design can be judged against. Now, technological requirements are formulated that adhere

to the normative criteria and ®nally, design proposals are made.

Value-sensitive design (VSD) [Fr96] is ªa theoretically grounded approach to the design

of technology that accounts for human values in a principled and comprehensive man-

ner throughout the design process” [Fr13]. Due to the signi®cant research activities in the

®eld of VSD in the past years, we base our analysis of access control systems on VSD con-

cepts. In [Fr13], an iterative tripartite methodology is described that comprises conceptual

(identi®cation of stakeholders, clari®cation of terms), empirical (assessment of the human

context by observation and measurement) and technical (analysis and design of systems

in light of the stakeholders’ values) investigations. Our work focuses on conceptual and

technical investigations by analyzing the trust relationships and resulting considerations

of values in the context of an access control system design. Manders-Huits notes that

VSD should be complemented with an ethical theory to enable systematic resolution of

tradeoffs between values [MH11]. To structure the consideration of values in VSD, Van de

Poel [VdP13] proposes a layered hierarchy of values, norms, and design requirements. Val-

ues are ªwhat a person or group of people consider important in life”, e.g., ªautonomy”.

Norms are ªprescriptions or restrictions on action” [VdP13], e.g., ªonly administrators

may grant access rights”. Design requirements are technical properties of the envisioned

system. Typically, there are many options in determining elements of lower layers of the
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Fig. 2: Sharing Outsourced Data Scenario.

hierarchy that conform with higher layers. However, elements on lower layers can hinder

or promote elements on higher layers. In a recent work in VSD, Puylaert has investigated

the values of different stakeholders in the design of automated vehicles [Pu16].

We base our analysis on concrete values taken from Schwartz’ re®nement [Sc12b] of his

theory of basic individual values [Sc12a], one result of which is a set of 19 values that

can to some degree be considered as interculturally recognized, e.g., ªself-direction ± ac-

tion”, i.e., ªthe freedom to determine one’s own actions” and ªsecurity ± personal”, i.e.,

ªsafety in one’s immediate environment”. Depending on context, it might be appropriate

to determine relevant values according to further sources, e.g., human rights [OB16].

3 Sharing Outsourced Data Scenario and Design Process

We will now ®rst describe a scenario of sharing outsourced data that we will consider

in the following. This description characterizes the core functionality of the data sharing

system and also makes assumptions that limit the possible design space: A user (Resource

Owner, RO) wants to share ®les with one or more other known users (Client, CL). We

assume that the RO stores the ®les at a dedicated Storage Provider (SP), such as Drop-

box. Although there are numerous ways of sharing ®les over the Internet (peer-to-peer

networks, email, own web servers, etc.), we acknowledge the fact that using a dedicated

storage provider has become the predominant method of personal ®le sharing and, there-

fore, exclude listed alternatives from further analysis. Regardless of the concrete realiza-

tion of this scenario, the access control system performs all tasks described in Section 2.1.

It is important that the system design supports the users’ values, e.g., if the sharing system

only allows sharing of data with the public or not at all, undesired accesses by third parties

may occur.

In order to obtain the relationships between values, norms and design requirements in a

given scenario, we propose a design process that is depicted in Fig. 3 consists of three

steps. Step 1 is the exploration of the technically feasible design space based on the sce-

nario description (see above) and the state of the art. This step is exemplarily executed in

Section 5 and, contrary to the subsequent steps, can be regarded as being based on techni-
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Fig. 3: Proposed Design Process.

cal aspects alone, i.e., independent of subjective judgements. In step 2, the set of possibly

affected values is derived from a given set of values (in our case from [Sc12a]) by an

intuition-led process, in which effects of design choices on values are gathered. Above’s

example of a system design that only allows sharing of data with the public or not at all in-

tuitively affects certain values of a user. Additionally, the affected values depend on the use

case, e.g., it makes a difference whether the data to be shared contains weather information

or clinical data.

Finally, step 3 leads to the relevant norms, which link concrete design requirements to

abstract values (cf. Fig. 5) by providing an answer to the question why a certain value is

affected by a speci®c design requirement and how strong the impact is. This step depends

strongly on subjective judgments by the stakeholders and is also dependent on the use

case. Although we do not provide a more objective method for this step, we argue that our

process makes divergent subjective judgments explicit and hence enables discussion. In

the remainder of the paper, we will sketch the described process for our example scenario.

In order to proceed with the ®rst step, we need to re®ne the notion of design requirements

with respect to access control systems. To this end, we will now propose a mapping that

enables us to use ®ne-grained descriptions of access control systems within the framework

of value sensitive design.

4 Value-Sensitive Design and the OM-AM Framework

This section presents a mapping beween the values hierarchy from [VdP13] and the OM-

AM framework. The former focuses on non-technical notions of values and norms, while

the latter underlines the technical aspects of the design requirements. The combination

gives a more detailed and technical picture of the system design based on the values. The

OM-AM layers articulate the following aspects of an access control system:
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• Objective: The security objective of the system expressed as a set of policies to

be achieved. An example of a security objective is ”no unauthorized access to the

resources” (e.g., access is denied to any entity accessing the ®les owned by the

RO, for which she has not granted the access rights) in the scenario presented in

Section 3.

• Model: The mathematical formalization of the security objectives. For the above

scenario, the ABAC model is an example of a model.

• Architecture: The description of the functionality of the system’s logical compo-

nents and their interdependencies. The architecture typically includes components

responsible for authentication, authorization and policy enforcement. For the above

scenario, the architecture would include authentication and authorization servers

responsible for the authentication of the RO and CL, and making authorization de-

cisions for ®le access requests, as well as a policy enforcement component at the

storage provider.

• Mechanism: The protocols and software implementations of the functionality of

architecture components. For the above scenario, the mechanism could be the OAuth

protocol to exchange authentication and authorization information.

We propose the following mapping between OM-AM and the VSD hierarchy (cf. Fig 4):

• Values: no equivalent in OM-AM. Since OM-AM is a technical framework whose

goal is to articulate the aspects of an access control system with a speci®c security

objective (or set of security objectives), OM-AM has no layer corresponding to the

high-level abstract Value notion in the values hierarchy.

• Norms: correspond to Objectives in OM-AM. Both Norms and Objectives specify

the domain-speci®c goals to be achieved. In the scenario presented in Section 3, the

general norm is ªno unauthorized access is allowed”

• Design Requirements: subsumes Model, Architecture and Mechanism:

– Model: The Model layer speci®es formally the goals to be strived for to

achieve the objective. For the scenario from Section 3, the model is ABAC,

and it speci®es what it means to allow ªno unauthorized access”: to deny ac-

cess to a user who does not possess the attributes required for an access.

– Architecture: This layer speci®es the scope of the norm, de®ning what is

meant by the statement ªthe authentication and authorization are enforced

in a trustful way.” For the data sharing scenario, it describes the components

enforcing authentication and authorization as well as the trust relationships

between those components.

– Mechanism: The Mechanism layer speci®es the actions to achieve the aims

formalized by the Model. For the data sharing scenario, the OAuth frame-

work de®nes the enforcement protocols and the format of authentication and

authorization data.
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Fig. 4: The proposed mapping between the VSD hierarchy and the OM-AM framework.

We will see in Section 5 that an analysis of design requirements in terms of model, archi-

tecture and mechanism enables a more ®ne-grained analysis of design decisions.

5 Qualitative Analysis of Design Alternatives

The data outsourcing scenario presented in Section 3 describes the core functionality of

the system to be designed. As the access control process (cf. Section 2.1) neither speci®es

which tasks are performed by whom, nor how interactions between the tasks should be

implemented, we will now explore these degrees of freedom in order to establish the set

of possible designs. Each design has several characteristics, such as the used protocol or

the system architecture. It must be possible to evaluate each characteristic against design

requirements, i.e., answer the question whether a given characteristic satis®es a design

requirement or not, or whether it is independent of the design requirement. As shown in

Section 4, design requirements can be on the abstraction level of models, architectures or

mechanisms. Our exploration follows the OM-AM model by walking through the layers

and identifying characteristics for each layer.

The access control model de®nes how access policies can be speci®ed. Hence, it also

affects the authorization, as the formalization of the policy must be evaluable by the au-

thorization point. It can also impose constraints on the authentication, e.g., the authenti-

cation must provide the clients’ attributes in order to use an attribute based access control

model. Finally, the protocols within the access control process must provide the required

expressiveness in order to transfer the policy speci®cation or attributes. Characteristics that

affect the model layer include, therefore, the expressiveness of the used protocol and the

capabilities of the authentication and authorization point.

The architecture of the AC system is the most in¯uential layer, as the architecture spec-

i®es each entity’s tasks. It is clear that the policy enforcement must be performed by

the storage provider and that the policy speci®cation must be performed by the resource

owner.4 Authentication and Authorization, however, can be done by either one, or by an-

other party, such as an identity provider (IdP), which has a large effect on the overall

system.

Table 1 gives an overview of the characteristics of different architecture designs. Whenever

a task is outsourced by the RO to a third party, the RO trusts the third party in some regard.

4 The resource owner could encrypt the ®les to be shared and, therefore, cryptographically enforce access control.

However, as this would require additional key distribution, we focus only on logical access control here.
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Tab. 1: Characteristics of architecture level design alternatives. $: ful®lled, X: non-ful®lled

Authentication Authorization

by IdP by SP by RO by IdP by SP by RO

Trust

File access possible by... IdP, SP IdP, SP SP IdP, SP IdP, SP SP

Access monitored by... IdP, SP IdP, SP SP IdP, SP IdP, SP SP

Policies known to... N/A N/A N/A IdP(, SP) SP $

Functionality
Free choice of AC model N/A N/A N/A X X $

No IDM Overhead $ $/X $/X N/A N/A N/A

Non-functional

Availability $ $ X $ $ X

Cost $ $ X $ $ X

Performance $ $ X $ $ X

For example, if authorization is done by a third-party IdP, this IdP could impersonate

clients and access outsourced data. Third parties can also learn something about the Client

or RO, e.g., by monitoring the access or analyzing the policies. In all these cases, the RO

trusts the third party, that it does not perform these malicious actions. Depending on the

architecture design, the required trust in third parties varies.

In terms of functionality, the architecture layer overlaps with the model layer, because the

choice of the access control model is limited to the access control model offered by the

authorization point. Hence, a RO requiring full control of the access control model should

not outsource the authorization step. Another functional characteristic is the possibility to

rely on an already established identity management system. In most cases of personal data

sharing, outsourcing the authentication to a provider with a large user base (e.g., Google or

Facebook) decreases the overhead for identity management (IDM). In cases of academic

or commercial data sharing, all clients might already have an account at the RO’s orga-

nization. Non-functional characteristics include performance, cost and availability, which

can be satis®ed to a higher degree by specialized providers. The mechanisms used in an

AC system also primarily impact non-functional characteristics. For instance, authentica-

tion mechanisms could apply symmetric or asymmetric cryptography, resulting in different

processing delays due to different complexity of calculations.

The performed qualitative assessment of the core aspects of the system design is the ®rst

step (cf. Sec. 3) of our design process. It also demonstrates the challenge of a comprehen-

sive assessment. Hence, we described the design in terms of the ªValues, Norms, Design

Requirements” hierarchy (cf. Fig. 5). In the ®gure, we focus on the design decision whether

the Authentication and Authorization (A&A) process is outsourced to a third party. We

identify three norms that are clearly affected by the design decision: First, minimizing the

monetary cost for the resource owner: we assume that it is less expensive to outsource

A&A than it is to host the necessary infrastructure oneself. Second, specification of arbi-

trary access control policies: in case A&A is outsourced, the resource owner may need to

con®ne herself to the types of access control policies allowed by a third party. Third, mon-

itoring of enforcement: in case the RO hosts the A&A infrastructure herself, she is able

to monitor all steps of the A&A process, which may be infeasible in case of outsourcing.
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Fig. 5: Values, norms and design requirements in the private data sharing scenario.

We consider the following values (from [Sc12b]): First, Power - Resources, i.e., ªPower

through control of material and social resources”. Here, Power - Resources is affected by

the monetary cost of a design. Second, Self-Direction - Action, i.e., ªFreedom to deter-

mine one’s own actions”. Here, Self-Direction - Action is affected by the possibility to

constrain or react to the behavior of users accessing the shared data. The consideration of

values and norms gives an overview of the effects of different design decisions, but does

not allow for design decisions in case multiple different designs are possible. To support

design decisions, in the following, we move towards a quantitative assessment.

6 An Attempt at Formalization

Van de Poel studied conditions for aggregating value scores to determine an overall most

desirable design [VdP15]. Such a procedure depends on the ability to compare value scores

across design alternatives on a common scale (ªvalue commensurability”). Further, Van de

Poel analyzed concrete procedures to evaluate designs: in cost-benefit analysis, consider-

ations of values are expressed in terms of monetary units. Van de Poel notes a number

of issues with cost-bene®t analysis, e.g, the non-linearity in the utility of money, which

is shared by the approach of direct trade-offs, where designs are scored on an individual

scale for each value. To compare alternatives, there must be a way to compare scores across

values. Like cost-bene®t analysis, direct trade-offs assumes that ªa loss in one value can

always be compensated by a gain in another value”. Counter-examples to this have been

called taboo trade-offs [Te03]. In the maximin approach, the design with the highest score

is selected according to each design’s lowest-scoring value. Using satisficing, a design is

evaluated only w.r.t. whether a certain minimum score with respect to each relevant value is

exceeded, which does not suggest a ªbest” design. Van de Poel proposes an overall design

process in which satis®cing is performed ®rst, and which, if morally acceptable designs

can be identi®ed, proceeds to selecting the ªbest” design using cost-bene®t analysis, direct

tradeoffs, or maximin. In the following, we assume that satis®cing has been applied and

morally inacceptable designs discarded. The comparison is based on direct trade-offs.

We formalize the analysis of a set of design alternatives as follows: a design analysis is

characterized by a tuple (R,N,V, IR, IN ,WV ), where R is a set of design requirements, N

is a set of norms, and V is a set of values. IR : R×N → R re¯ects the impact of design

requirements on norms, if ful®lled. IN : N×V →R re¯ects the impact of norms on values,
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if ful®lled. For a design requirement r and a norm n, IR(r,n)> 0 iff r adheres to or supports

the norm n. IR(r,n) < 0 iff r hinders or violates n. IR(r,n) = 0, if r has no bearing on n.

IN(n,v) is de®ned analogously for each pair of a norm n and a value v. WV : V → R+

re¯ects the importance of each value in the context of the considered system.

To evaluate a (partial) design w.r.t. the considered values, we ®rst select a con¯ict-free

set of design requirements D ⊆ R. To determine the value score of a design, it may be

suf®cient to consider those design requirements with large impact on the value score. We

assume that in a real-world setting, stakeholders will iteratively extend the design analysis

with values, norms and design requirements they consider to be relevant. Now we can

evaluate the design’s adherence to the considered values by calculating the design’s score:

S(D) := ∑
d∈D, n∈N, v∈V

IR(d;n)IN(n;v)WV (v).

By comparing the scores of all feasible designs, the design that best ful®lls the considered

values can be determined. Meaningful comparisons require that the weights on each level

of the ªValues, Norms, Design Requirements” hierarchy are chosen so that they represent

the relative impacts consistently. Certainly, some situations may require a more expressive

language to comfortably express intricacies of the consideration of values:

• Adherence to one design requirement r1 may be suf®cient to fully adhere to a norm

n, so that additional adherence to a design requirement r2 has no further effect. A

solution would be to specify maximum scores that each norm can attain.

• Values may be more or less important w.r.t. different aspects of a design. In such

cases, values should be speci®ed further to differentiate the relevant aspects.

• Our formalization scores values and norms linearly, e.g., diminishing returns w.r.t. a

certain value or norm cannot be speci®ed. As solution would be to allow for arbitrary

functions that determine the score w.r.t. a given value based on its linear score.

Although the proposed extensions may results in an analysis process that more accurately

re¯ects the underlying considerations of values, the goal of making explicit the reasoning

that guides design decisions still suggests settling for the simplest suitable formalization.

7 Making Design Decisions

Now, using our formalization that enables scoring of different designs according to the

stakeholders’ value judgments, we determine value scores with respect to three assumed

users. In addition to the values Power - Resources and Self-Direction - Action introduced

in Section 5, we consider the value Face, i.e., ªSecurity and power through maintaining

one’s public image and avoiding humiliation” [Sc12b]. In our scenario, we consider Face

to be affected by the possibility to monitor who accesses the shared pieces of data, and by

the availability of the resources to the users. Figure 6 shows our consideration of values,
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Fig. 6: Scoring the congruence of a design with values considered in the private data sharing scenario.

norms and design requirements. It represents an example for a value-sensitive discussion

about design requirements. The considered norms and impacts can be derived in step 3

of the design process (cf. Section 3) and were exemplarily chosen here. Since the value

”Power-Resources” has more in¯uence on the norm ”Minimize RO Cost” than on the norm

”Arbitrary AC Policies”, the edge weights differ signi®cantly (0.8 vs. 0.2). The design

requirements in question are the following:

A. Whether to outsource the Authentication and Authorization (A&A) process to a third

party: a discussion of the implications of this aspect was given in Section 5.

B. Whether to use a token-based or a certi®cate-based A&A mechanism: in a token-based

A&A approach like OAuth 2.0, the IdP and the authorization server do not manage client

connections, but only issue tokens, which the clients send to the next server according

to the used protocol. Token-based mechanisms tend to be less resource-intensive, since

the need to store connection information is avoided. For this reason, the edge weight be-

tween ”Minimize RO Cost” and ”Token-based” (A) is 0.8, compared to the weight for

”Certi®cate-based” (B) 0.2. In contrast, Certi®cate-based A&A approaches not only need

to maintain a public key infrastructure, but usually also need to manage client connections,

which are redirected from the IdP to the corresponding authorization server. However,

certi®cate-based approaches tend to be less error-prone, since connections are managed

by the server at all times. Therefore the edge weight from ”Availability of Resources” to

”Certi®cate-based” (B) is 0.7, whereas the weight for ”Token-based” is only 0.3.

Figure 5 depicts a quantitative analysis of the impacts of the discussed design require-

ments according to the proposed formalization. Edges are assigned weights representing

how well a value is represented by a norm or how well a norm is represented by a de-

sign requirement, enabling quantitative discussions about the degree to which a design

requirement ful®lls a set of values. As an example, we consider three assumed users:

User 1 is only interested in the monetary cost of sharing her data and thus only considers

the value Power- resources (importance 1.0). The score in Figure 6 suggests that user

1 should outsource A&A to a third party provider and that she should use token-based

A&A.
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Tab. 2: Three users with differing scores with respect to their values for the data sharing scenario.

Score (1) Score (2) Design Decision

User 1: Money (1;0;0) A: 0.84 B: 0.16 A: 0.64 B: 0.16 A - A

User 2: Availability (0.1;0.1;0.8) A: 0.6 B: 0.4 A: 0.21 B: 0.35 A - B

User 3: Self-direction (0.2;0.7;0.1) A: 0.37 B: 0.63 A: 0.15 B: 0.07 B - A

User 2 is mostly interested in availability, so he sets the highest importance to the value

Face (importance 0.8). He expects to ªlose face” and possibly business partners if his

shared data is not available. User 2 also considers the cost and his ability to set up and

monitor customized rules (both importance 0.1). With these weights set, User 2 should

also outsource A&A, but use a certi®cate-based A&A approach, which are usually more

reliable.

User 3 is highly privacy-aware. She wants to customize and monitor the enforcement of

access rights herself through the value of Self-direction (importance 0.7). She is also in-

terested in a cost-ef®cient solution (importance 0.2) while still considering the availability

of her data to a small amount (importance 0.1). With these weights set, User 3 should

not choose to outsource the A&A process. Like User 1, she should choose a Token-based

approach, because she valued the cost of the solution more than the availability of her data.

Table 2 summarizes the value scores and selected designs for the three assumed users.

8 Summary and Discussion

In this paper, we considered the value-sensitive design of access control systems. As a ®rst

step, we performed a purely qualitative and informal analysis of an assumed access control

scenario. In the analysis, extending the ªValues, Norms, Design Requirements” hierarchy

from value-sensitive design with the Object-Model-Architecture-Mechanism framework

from the access control literature enabled a more ®ne-grained consideration of design re-

quirements. Based on existing proposed design procedures, we introduced a simple for-

malization that enables a numerical scoring of the congruence of system designs with the

stakeholders’ values. The formalization considers the effects of design decisions on the

considered values, making the value judgments in the design process more explicit. We

calculated scores re¯ecting the congruence with the values held by three assumed types of

users of the envisioned access control system with distinct prioritizations of values. The

per-user scoring demonstrated that the design of even a relatively simple access control

system can be affected strongly by value judgments of the stakeholders.

The presented analysis highlights some of the key challenges on the path towards a value-

sensitive analysis and design of real-world systems:

– While technically feasible system designs can be derived from the requirements de®ned

by a given use case based on technical properties of the envisioned system, determining the

largely subjective impacts of designs on norms and values poses larger dif®culties. Simi-

larly to approaches for determining security metrics w.r.t. IT environments, quanti®cation

and comparison is a challenging issue.
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– In the value-sensitive design process sketched in Section 3, a major challenge lies in

determining norms on a suitable level of abstraction, based on previously identi®ed design

requirements and values. An abstraction and generalization of the design requirements,

e.g., formally using domain-speci®c languages, and a speci®cation of the relevant values

in the given context, e.g., in the form of concrete laws or policies, could aid in bridging the

remaining gap between technical and ethical considerations. A similar problem is given in

policy-based management, where generic policies must be translated to concrete actions.

– In real-world IT environments, the consideration of values may not necessarily be a

priority in the design process. Instead, administrators and users are frequently confronted

with existing systems that re¯ect the implicit value judgments made at the time the sys-

tem was designed. Further, in a previous design process, the compatibility with existing

IT environments may be the predominant decision factor. In such cases, we argue that a

systematic evaluation of the existing system in light of the values held by the stakeholders’

may enable a clearer analysis and critique of the system and could suggest steps to align

the system more closely with the stakeholders’ values.

– A possible focus of future work could be the question of scoring designs with respect

to privacy-related values. For certain types of values, a prioritization can be performed in

terms of well-de®ned numerical weights, e.g., using probabilities or established currencies.

For other values, the selection of suitable weights seems less clear. Particularly in the case

of access control systems, values related to privacy can come into focus. It may not be

possible to enumerate or evaluate the potential consequences of unintended data ¯ows,

although in many scenarios such data ¯ows are clearly undesirable. This is related to the

general problem of justi®cation of privacy concerns [So07]. Possibly, numerical weights

associated with privacy-related values may therefore only be understood as expressing

subjective prioritizations in relation to other values.

– We think that the bene®ts of more explicit consideration of values in system design can

only be proven in a real-world setting. User studies such as [Pu16] might give pointers to

improve the process of determining value-congruent system designs systematically.

– Finally, some of the steps in resolving con¯icts and tradeoffs between values in the

system design process seem to have natural counterparts in mathematical logic and op-

timization: cost-benefit analysis and direct trade-offs can be considered as mathematical

optimization problems. Further, it seems natural to formalize problems of satisficing as

satis®ability problems from mathematical logic. Hence, similarly to approaches in IT se-

curity [Kö15], given a formal description of the impacts of different design requirements

on the relevant values for a desired system functionality, it may be possible to generate or

parametrize designs in an automated fashion to accommodate varying scenarios or users.
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